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Lead-in

a. Look at the title of the unit. What changes to our world do
these pictures represent? Think about:

o transport o natural disasters . technology o environment

b. How will these changes affect our lives in the future? Which
will have the greatest impact on our lives? Which are changes
for the better and which for the worse? Discuss in pairs.

A: Ithink computers willaffect our lives the most.

B: I ogree, but I'm not sure it will be for the better.

'l tirten to some people talking about changes in lifestyle.
What changes are they talking about?
What do they say about: the past?

the present?

the future?

b. Which of these expressions do the speakers use?
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NoW in pairs, use some of the expressions to discuss other
changes to our lives. Think about:

r entertainment o work . education . business
o communication . clothes

ln the post, people didn't use to go out o lot.They had evenings at home,
eating with friends or watching N.
Yes, that's true. Nowodoys people seem to enjoy long nights in clubs and
discos, don'tthey?

Look at the following possible

technological advances. Which ones
do you think will occur in the next
50 years? Are there any which you
think will never happen? ln groups,

discuss your answers, giving reasons

for your opinions.

. a computer that can hold a proper

conversation

. a manned mission to Mars

. a vaccine against AIDS

. an electric car which is as fast as a

petrol-powered one

o a device which predicts earthquakes

accurately

. a hurricane-proof home

;=,r-= Paraphrase the following
quotations. What does each one
mean? what attitude does each
speaker have towards technology?
Which quotation is closer to your
own ideas? Discuss.

'lf we continue to develop our technology
without wisdom or prudence, our servant
may prove to be our executionerl

Omar Bradlq (U.5. WWll Army Gneral)

'Change is not made without
inconvenience, even from worse to betterl

Ri chard H o ok er (Bri ti sh th eol o gi an)

r in the past

r in the old days

. years ago

. a thing ofthe past

. in my grandparents'

time
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c.

a_l't gtng

. today

. whereas these days

r at the moment

r in recent years

. recently

. becoming more and

more

. in a few years' time
o in the not too distant

future
. by the year 2050
. in years to come
. years from now
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